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One of the big new features of Google's Android 10 update, which is now active on all Pixel devices and a growing list of other Android phones, is Dark Theme. It's basically a dark mode for the entire device that flips the color palette of all menus and almost all native Google apps, including YouTube and Chrome. It also works with some
third-party apps like Instagram and Reddit - expect the list of supported apps to expand over time. Then why is this a big deal? Since the screen is the biggest drain on your phone's battery, pumping less light should give you longer between charge. Google claims that dark theme can reduce power consumption by a significant amount,
depending on the screen technology of the device you are using. (Image credit: Google) Google also says dark theme improves visibility for users who are sensitive to bright light or those with low vision. In addition, it is generally a good practice to avoid having a glaring phone screen in low light conditions and at night, so it might be
advisable to light up in the evening. Finally, some people just prefer a darker look for their phone, so they might decide to run all the time. Dark Theme is only one small part of Android 10 and is also set to be available in future updates such as Android 11 and more. We're here to show you how to use a dark theme on your Android device,
and if you follow the steps below, you'll be able to do it easily. Can your phone get Android dark mode? This list is constantly expanding as more phone companies release Android 10 on their devices, so your smartphone could soon have a native dark theme. But how long are you going to have to wait? It's not clear. Many flagship phones
already have Android 10 in use, but some older or cheaper devices may not yet be able to get an update. To find out what version of Android software your device is running, check out our download instructions below:How to download Android 10 – and see if you can get it's also worth remembering that while only some phones have
Android 10 right now, some user interfaces provide alternative dark mode imitations that you can use. How to activate dark mode Android 10 You have three ways to enable dark theme, and we will go through them all below, step by step. Method 1: Change system settingsImage 1 of 2 (Image credit: Google) Figure 2 of 2 (Image credit:
Google)You can enable Dark Theme directly from the system settings. All you have to do is tap the settings icon - it's a small wheel in the notification bar outswing - and then press the Display button. You'll see a dark theme switch: tap to activate it, and then get it up and running. Method 2: Quick settingsI don't want to browse every time
you need a Dark Theme, there is a much faster option that includes pinting it to quick settings, which are large tiles that when downloading the notification bar. To add a dark theme to quick settings, drag the notification bar all the way down until you see a large grid of tiles. You may need to pull down twice on the notification bar - you want
it to look like the picture below. Then tap the pen icon at the bottom of the Drawer Figure 1 of 2 (Credit Image: Google) Figure 2 2 (Credit Image: Google)This will open a separate batch of icons that you can add to the tiles (right-click the image above to see what it looks like). Hold and drag the dark theme icon to the top folder, next to the
WiFi, Airplane Mode, and Battery Saver icons as shown above (the Dark Theme icon is the icon in the upper right corner). If you drop it at the top of the grid, it also appears on the slimmer icon bar that appears the first time you drag the notification bar down. (Image credit: Google) Press the Back button to exit. You can now turn on the
dark theme by downloading the notification bar and clicking the icon. Method 3 (Pixel phones only): Battery saver mode on Pixel phones, selecting Battery Saver mode from the drop-down notification bar automatically enables a dark theme. Keep in mind that you also activate all other battery saving features, which means you disable your
location and some background processes, so you really only want to use it if you have little juice. Now that you've activated dark theme, you can enjoy your new look and potentially improved battery life. The dark theme automatically applies to native Google apps, including Gmail, YouTube, and Google Photos. (Image credit: Google) It
will also work with an increasing number of third-party applications, although some may require an additional step at your end. For example, in the Reddit app, you need to set Auto Night Mode to Monitor System in the app settings menu. If your favorite apps don't change themselves, check their settings to see if you can use them
yourself. AMOLED displays offer a number of advantages over LCD screens, but the biggest advantage must be deeper and richer black. This advantage also extends to applications with dark mode, because we see that some of them specifically offer a dark AMOLED-friendly mode that uses real black. These modes are quite useful if
you want to save battery life or if you are using the app in bed. So with that in mind, let's take a look at the best dark mode apps with an AMOLED-friendly theme. One of the most popular reading apps on the market, Pocket allows you to save articles for offline viewing. Simply press the Pocket button in your desktop browser or visit the
sharing menu from your mobile browser to save the article. And indeed, the app offers a switch to use 'true black' for articles and menus. So if you would like to catch up on your reading list before but you do not want to deal with glare, it should be yours the reading app makes a list in the Amazon Kindle app. The premise is very simple in
case you haven't heard how you can buy and download millions of ebooks for use within the app. Unfortunately, its dark mode is dark gray, so the menus are not OLED friendly. Fortunately, you can set the ebook page to the correct black color through the Aa menu. Now, about putting this option into the rest of the application ... One of
reddit's most popular third-party apps, Sync for Reddit, was long before the website decided to create its own official Android app. The app has a lot of features, from multi-account support and offline sync to fully customizable themes. And yes, it's one of the better dark mode apps thanks to the OLED-friendly black version. If that's not
enough, you can also create a black navigation bar. There are plenty of fixed Twitter apps out there, but Plume has the distinction of being one of the oldest clients on the Play Store. It supports all the expected Twitter features (DMs, likes, trends, etc.), but also serves to integrate Facebook if it floats your boat. Otherwise Plume brings an
eye-pleasing black mode to the timeline – hopefully bringing this mode to the rest of the app. There are several browsers out there with support for night modes, but Chrome-based Kiwi is one of the better efforts out there. The app offers night mode suitable for OLED out of the box, although most websites seem to have the right black
instead of the correct black instead, such as the browser user interface. Other notable features include ad blocking, the address bar at the bottom of the app, and cryptojacking protection. Since its release, Google Keyboard has quickly become popular with Android users, offering GIF support, built-in Google search, and Google Translate.
Gboard also offers theme support, with one of these topics being the correct black theme. And with the keyboard being a fixture in almost every app, it's definitely one of the first dark mode apps you should catch. This app has long been an accessory for Android smartphones and for a very good reason. Pocket Casts provides an intuitive
user interface, some useful features (trimming the quiet from podcasts, amplifying voice volume, custom skipping intervals) and a dark theme. Well, technically, you have a dark theme and an OLED-friendly extra dark theme. The app also syncs your subscriptions to the cloud so you can listen on iOS and desktop. Do you know of any
other AMOLED-friendly dark mode apps worth downloading? Then drop the comment below! You can also see more lists of apps right here. The Samsung Galaxy S8 has a very unique form factor. Its screen has a ratio of 18.5:9, which means it is narrower and taller (relatively speaking) than what most of us are used to. This gives it a
better grip, but also means that you need to reach out to to get to the top of the screen. If it's just too much too much or you need to use the device with one hand from time to time, Samsung has a solution for you. The latest Galaxy series offers one-handed mode that essentially shrinks the screen to the lower corners of the screen. This
makes it easier to access any part of the UI with your thumb. Want to know how it's done? Let's walk you through the process. How to enable one-handed modeChite into settings. Select Advanced function. Turn on one-handed mode. Go into one-handed mode and choose whether you want to access the mode with a gesture or tap the
home button three times. Now you are ready for one hand that galaxy s8 as a champion. Go have fun! Source: Harish Jonnalagadda / Android Central One of the most requested features in WhatsApp over the past couple of years has been dark mode. It is finally available on Android — now you can manually set the dark mode for
WhatsApp, or have the application match system theme automatically. Here's how you can get started with dark mode on WhatsApp for Android. Products used in this guide How to enable dark mode in WhatsApp for Android From March 3, 2020, dark mode is introduced to all WhatsApp users around the world. Even better, it's very
simple. Here's what you need to do. Click the action overflow menu (three vertical dots in the upper-right corner). Hit Settings. Source: Android Central Select Chats. Choose Themes. In the Choose Theme dialog box, select Dark. You should see the interface switch on a dark theme. Source: Android Central That's it! You should now have
a dark mode set for the messaging service. Dark mode looks particularly good on WhatsApp due to the green accents that are present throughout the interface, and bring a little visual flair to the app. I've had dark mode enabled for over a week, and that's a huge difference in how you use the service. It's easier for the eyes, and if you have
an Android 10 phone and set the dark mode system-wide, there's better visual consistency. Great middle class phone that does everything. The Pixel 3a XL is an excellent offering in the middle class segment. The phone still has a camera to beat in this category, and you get robust hardware combined with quick updates. There really is
nothing missing, and the fact that you're getting such a great camera for less than $500 makes it a fantastic phone in 2020. 2020.
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